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Initial Consultation Report  
Tara A. Fantauzzi, Professional Genealogist 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Subjects of Focus:   
 
(1) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Floyd Hudnall Christopher  
(2) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Dorothy Eberwine Ames  
(3) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Joseph Archibald Cannon 
(4) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Cordelia Rucker Penn  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

The purpose of this report is to summarize the data and goals for your project. Please 
review the information in this report carefully and report if any additional information 
is known at project start or if any of the information should be changed or corrected. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Genealogist reviewed all the information submitted by client at project start and created 
a poster-size pedigree chart (click here to view) to illustrate what is currently known 
about the direct ancestors of client Ashley Penn Christopher.  
 
 
(1) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Floyd Hudnall Christopher – b. 1901 
 
Client has a desire to learn more about the identity and direct ancestors of Floyd Hudnall 
Christopher with goals to also establish and prove the identities of previous known 
direct ancestors Floyd H. Christopher. No copies of original documentation have been 
obtained yet, but Floyd H. Christopher, the paternal grandfather of client, was said to 
have been born on the 16th of December 1901 at an unspecified location and died on 
the 18th of February 1995 at an unspecified location. On the 20th of July 1930 Floyd H. 
Christopher married Dorothy Eberwine Ames at an unspecified location. The couple 
were the parents to the father of client Floyd Hudnall Christopher born on the 9th of 
December 1933 in Suffolk, Virginia.  
 
Thomas William Christopher and Mary Corbin were said to have been the parents of 
Floyd Hudnall Christopher born during 1901. No copies of original documentation have 
been obtained yet, but Thomas W. Christopher was described to have been born on the 
1st of September 1856 at an unspecified location and died on the 3rd of February 1930 
at an unspecified location. The identities of the parents to Thomas W. Christopher are 
not yet known. Thomas W. Christopher was said to have married Mary Corbin and she 
was said to have been born on the 1st of December 1870 and died on the 19th of 
September 1956. The places of birth and death are not yet known for the identity of 
Mary Corbin and the identities of her parents are also not yet known.  
 
 

https://www.evernote.com/shard/s465/sh/40016748-7f05-4b47-9d73-554a6ab29344/d907aea09116601ee53ea007d1630033
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(2) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Dorothy Eberwine Ames – b. 1903  
 
Client has a desire to learn more about the identity and direct ancestors of Dorothy 
Eberwine Ames with goals to also establish and prove the identities of previous known 
direct ancestors Dorothy E. Ames. No copies of original documentation were submitted 
yet, but Dorothy Eberwine Ames paternal grandmother of client was said to have been 
born on the 2nd of April 1903 at an unspecified location and died on the 5th of June 19995 
in Suffolk County, Virginia. On the 20th of July 1930 Dorothy E. Ames married Floyd 
Hudnall Christopher at an unspecified location. The couple were the parents to father 
of client Floyd Hudnall Christopher. Only the names of the parents to Dorothy E. Ames 
are thought to be known at project start and they were James Edward Ames and Annie 
Eberwine. Client submitted secondary documentation about the Ames family in the U.S., 
and it contains some background on the early history of the family in the U.S., but it 
does not mention the identities of known direct Ames ancestors of client at project start.  
 
 
(3) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Joseph Archibald Cannon – b. 1909  
 
Client has a desire to learn more about the identity and direct ancestors of Joseph 
Archibald Cannon with goals to also establish and prove the identities of previous known 
direct ancestors Joseph A. Cannon. No copies of original documentation were submitted 
yet, but Joseph A. Cannon maternal grandfather of client was said to have been born on 
the on the 20th of June 1909 in Concord, Cabarrus County, North Carolina and died on 
the 7th of May 1973 in Greensboro, Guilford County, North Carolina. On the 27th April 
1935 Joseph A. Cannon married Cordelia Rucker Penn Ames in Danville, Virginia. The 
couple were the parents to mother of client Claire Penn Cannon born on the 4th of April 
1936 in Greensboro County, California. The parents of Joseph A. Cannon were said to 
have been Joseph A. Cannon and Penelope Bordon. whose dates of birth, marriage or 
death are not yet known. 
 
 
(4) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Cordelia Rucker Penn – b. 1912 
 
Client has a desire to learn more about the identity and direct ancestors of Cordelia 
Rucker Penn with goals to also establish and prove the identities of currently known 
direct ancestors Cordelia Rucker Penn. Client submitted information on the paternal 
lineage of Cordelia Rucker Penn including a pedigree chart as well as her Colonial Dames 
application as a descendant of Abraham Penn. Specific original sources were cited 
throughout the Colonial Dames application, but images or copies of any of the 
documents that were cited have not been obtained yet. The least is known about the 
collateral female linages that married into the direct line descendant from Abraham 
Penn. The mother of client was Cordelia Rucker Penn born on the 15th of November 
1912 in Danville, Virginia to Rucker Penn and Cordelia Clara Wills and died on the 11th 
of June 1994 Greensboro, Guilford County, North Carolina.  
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Rucker Penn was noted to have been born on the 20th of November 1866 in Patrick 
County, Virginia to Greenville Penn and Catherine Mundy Rucker and died on the 12th 
July 1942 in Danville, Virginia. He was said to have married Cordelia Clara Wills on the 
14th of November 1901 in Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky. Cordelia Clara Wills was 
reported to have been born on the 15th of March 1877 in Nelson County, Tennessee and 
died on the 18th of August 1948 in Danville, Virginia. The identities of the parents to 
Cordelia Clara Willis have not been established yet.  
 
Greenville Penn, the father of Rucker Penn, was noted to have been born on the 31st of 
December 1843 in Patrick County, Virginia and died on the 22nd of June 1927 in 
Greensboro, Guilford County, North Carolina. He was said to have married Catherine 
Mundy Rucker on the 23rd of November 1865 in Lynchburg, Campbell County, Virginia. 
Catherine was said to have died during 1933 at an unspecified location and the identities 
of her parents are not yet known. The parents of Greenville Penn were said to have been 
Thomas Jefferson Penn and Catherine Lucinda.  
 
Thomas J. Penn was reported to have been born on the 8th of December 1810 in Patrick 
County, Virginia and died on the 2nd of July 1888 in Danville, Virginia. He was said to have 
married Catherine Lucinda on the 7th of November 1839 at an unspecified location. 
Catherine Lucinda was noted to have been born during July 1824 at an unspecified 
location and died during 1901 in Danville, Virginia. The parents to Catherine Lucinda are 
not yet known.  
 
The parents of Thomas J. Penn were said to have been James Penn and Catherine Leath. 
James Penn was said to have been born on the 31st of January 1785 in Henry County, 
Virginia and died on an unknown date in Patrick County, Virginia. James Penn was said 
to have married Catherine Leath on 11th of May 1808. No birth, marriage or death 
information is known yet about Catherine Leath and the identities of her parents are 
not yet known. 
 
Abraham Penn, father of Thomas J. Penn, was described to have been born on the 27th 
of December 1743 in Caroline County, Virginia and died on the 26th of June 1801 in 
Patrick County, Virginia. He was noted to have married Ruth Stovall on the 3rd of March 
1767 in Amherst County, Virginia. No dates or places of birth, marriage or death are 
known for the identity of Ruth Stovall and her parents are not yet known. The parents 
of Abraham Penn were said to have been George Penn and Ann Dudley. No dates or 
places of birth, marriage or death are known yet for this couple. The parents of George 
Penn were noted to have been James Penn and Catherine Leath, but no further 
information was reported on their identities. The names of the parents to Ann Dudley 
are not yet known.  
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Summary of Research Recommendations: 
 
(1) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Floyd Hudnall Christopher  
 
Genealogist recommends applying up to one and a half hours of research time 
completing a digital collections survey on the identity and the known direct ancestors of 
Floyd Hudnall Christopher with goals to establish and prove the identities of previously 
unknown direct ancestors.  
 

Digital Collections Survey is a term we use to describe a research survey that 
exhausts all available collections of documents that are published online 
including but not limited to Ancestry.com and other premium information service 
databases. Copies of original documentation may include census, vital, military, 
probate, land and church records; secondary documentation may include copies 
of record transcriptions, record index entries and published genealogies. 

 
(2) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Dorothy Eberwine Ames  
 
Genealogist recommends applying up to one and a half hours of research time 
completing a digital collections survey on the identity and the known direct ancestors of 
Dorothy Eberwine Ames with goals to establish and prove the identities of previously 
unknown direct ancestors. 
 
 
(3) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Joseph Archibald Cannon 
 
Genealogist recommends applying up to one and a half hours of research time 
completing a digital collections survey on the identity and the known direct ancestors of 
Joseph Archibald Cannon with goals to establish and prove the identities of previously 
unknown direct ancestors. 
 
 
(4) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Cordelia Rucker Penn  
 
Genealogist recommends applying up to three hours of research time completing a 
digital collections survey on the identity and the known direct ancestors of Cordelia 
Rucker Penn with goals to establish and prove the identities of previously unknown 
direct ancestors. Genealogist will focus on the Penn lineage as well as all the maternal 
collateral lineages that married into the Penn family. If client would prefer to start with 
less time on this subject or to focus only on the paternal Penn lineage genealogist will 
adjust the research recommendations.  
 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Itemized List of Research Recommendations: 
 
1. Digital Collections Survey, Up to 1.5 hours research time 

• Research survey on the identity and direct ancestors of Floyd H. Christopher that 
will search all available collections of documents that are published online 
including but not limited to Ancestry.com premium databases. Copies of original 
documentation may include census, vital, military, probate, land and church 
records; secondary documentation may include copies of record transcriptions, 
record index entries and published genealogies. 

 

 
2. Digital Collections Survey, Up to 1.5 hours research time 

• Research survey on the identity and direct ancestors of Dorothy Eberwine Ames 
that will search all available collections of documents that are published online 
including but not limited to Ancestry.com premium databases. Copies of original 
documentation may include census, vital, military, probate, land and church 
records; secondary documentation may include copies of record transcriptions, 
record index entries and published genealogies. 

 
 
3. Digital Collections Survey, Up to 1.5 hours research time 

• Research survey on the identity and direct ancestors of Joseph Archibald Cannon 
that will search all available collections of documents that are published online 
including but not limited to Ancestry.com premium databases. Copies of original 
documentation may include census, vital, military, probate, land and church 
records; secondary documentation may include copies of record transcriptions, 
record index entries and published genealogies. 

 
 
4. Digital Collections Survey, Up to 3 hours research time 

• Research survey on the identity and direct ancestors of Cordelia Rucker Penn 
that will search all available collections of documents that are published online 
including but not limited to Ancestry.com premium databases. Copies of original 
documentation may include census, vital, military, probate, land and church 
records; secondary documentation may include copies of record transcriptions, 
record index entries and published genealogies. 

 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 


